This weeks science learning will be practical experiments to carry out within your homes- all of the
concept knowledge has been covered throughout your time at OGPS make sure you bring it to the table!
Please look through all experiments at the beginning and see if you have the resources required.

Science Working Scientifically
Distance Learning Week 8

Lesson 1 WALT: record data and results of increasing complexity
using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, and bar
and line graphs

Which Foods Contain the Most Sugar?
•

1) You must choose a selection of food items from the food cupboard,
fridge and freezer (minimum 5 maximum 10). You will then identify the nutritional
label and record the amount of sugar that each food contains.
Once you have gathered the information( an example table has been given) ,
record the sugar contents on a pie chart and evaluate the data.

•

How will your findings change what you eat?

•

2) Plough to Plate- you must now choose a food from any of the 6 main food
groups. Using the internet locate the country/countries of origin on a world map
and work out how far the food item travels to get to your plate.

•

Following this, sketch a diagram detailing the journey the food has taken and add
captions and time frames.

•

What could we do to reduce how many miles
our food travels?

Food/
Carbohydrates
Description or of which sugars
picture

Calculate
how much
sugar from
one
portion

Conclusion

Lesson 2 WALT: report and present my findings from enquiries, including conclusions,
causal relationships and explanations of results, in oral discussions.

Shadow experts
Step 1: What is a shadow? How is it made? Where do shadows come from? Discuss this with an adult first.
Remember that a shadow occurs when something is blocking the light.
Step 3: On a bright and sunny day, you will go outside to measure shadows. What do they think your shadows will look
like? Will it be big or small, tall or thin?
Step 4: you are going to become shadow experts by measuring your shadows at least three different times during the
day. Now predict what will happen with the shadows and write it down on your sheet;
Eg: When I measure my shadow at 9am, I predict that it will look like...
Step 5: If you are unsure, ask an adult in your house to model how to stand with your back to the sun. Then place a
craft stick/rock on the ground at the top of your shadow and another where you are standing. If possible and you
have some out door chalk, draw around your figure( ask for an adults help) Then measure your shadow with a
ruler.
Step 6: Go outside and record measurements several times during the day. How many rulers long is your shadow now?
Did the shadow grow taller or shorter? Why do shadows change?
Finally have a discussion with your adults at the end of the day. When was your shadows the longest? Why were the
shadows long and thin in the morning? When were they the shortest? Why?
EXTENSION

Shadows are everywhere and come in all shapes and sizes. They can be plain and simple or very complex. Head out on
a shadow hunt around the neighbourhood. Look at all the beautiful shadows made from things you see every day.
Challenge ; find the tallest, skinniest, fattest, or biggest shadow you can find. Take pictures and be sure to send
them in!

Lesson 3 WALT: plan and evaluate a fair test investigation.
How fit are your fingers?

Lesson 4 WALT: planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions,
including recognising and controlling variables where necessary
The Mozart effect investigation

Lesson 5 WALT: Plan and carry out a fair test experiment and
conclude my findings
Celery plant investigation.

